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Abstract: Shortly after we published “Addressing Flawed Research in Developmental Education” (2012)
in the Journal of Developmental Education, Thomas Bailey, Shanna Smith Jaggars, and Judith ScottClayton from the Community College Research Center (CCRC) wrote a response rebutting several of our
claims. Though their response corrects some confusion and clarifies a few of their positions on the debate,
Bailey et al. appear to persist in a lack of understanding of the content and function of developmental
education courses. Compounding the problem is that they solely rely on a relatively new and imperfect
method for analysis, the quasi-experimental regression discontinuity design study. Based on these
studies, Bailey et al. have consistently argued that developmental education as a whole is ineffective. In
this brief response to Bailey et al.’s counterarguments, we elaborate on one of our original paper’s main
points and discuss what we consider to be a fundamental flaw in their interpretation of data. The flaw
apparently stems from a misunderstanding of what actually happens in remedial courses. As a result,
they assume these courses should make remedial students perform better than statistically equivalent
nonremedial students. We moreover point out other possible errors in the regression discontinuity
approach and its application in developmental education.
The intent of this paper is to respond to refutations set forth in Bailey, Jaggars, and Scott-Clayton’s
paper, “Characterizing the Effectiveness of Developmental Education: A Response to Recent Criticism”
(2013), which is a response (see also,COMMENTARY, pg. 18) to our initial paper, “Addressing Flawed
Research in Developmental Education” (2012). However, before we go any further, we would like to take
the time to make an important distinction that may not have been explicitly clear in our initial work.
The Community College Research Center (CCRC) of Columbia University, established in 1996, is
an organization whose mission is to “contribute to the development of practice and policy that expands
access to higher education and promotes success for all students” (CCRC, 2013, para. 2). Even though
we may disagree with a few of the CCRC’s conclusions regarding developmental education as a whole,
we do in fact agree with and support not only their mission but the overwhelming majority of their
research as well. Their intent is genuine, their research is sound, and thus there should be no question
of their integrity.
Regrettably, organizations have cited the CCRC and others’ research to promote radical changes
to developmental education, such as abolishing prerequisite remedial courses and replacing them
with corequisite courses, much like a law passed recently by the Connecticut State Legislature (An Act
Concerning, 2012). Fortunately the CCRC does not agree with this course of action. In their response,
Bailey et al. (2013) clearly state, “We do not advocate—nor do we believe that the results of our research
support—the elimination of developmental education, the placing of all students into college courses,
or the wholesale conversion of developmental education into a corequisite model” (p. 2).
As researchers and academics, we believe in a healthy and critical exchange of ideas, and it is in
this spirit that we wish to simultaneously support our colleagues at the CCRC yet add to this important
dialogue. The following comments therefore attempt to define our disagreements more clearly so that
readers may be more informed about our position. More importantly, with this paper and others, we
hope students, parents, educators, legislators, and researchers can learn about and build upon the corpus
of community college research so that all constituents can accomplish and maintain the shared goal
of student success at the postsecondary level.

A Basic RDD Flaw: What the Treatment Should Accomplish
The CCRC’s researchers have contributed to and continually reference a body of work they rely upon
to argue that developmental education is ineffective overall for students in community colleges and
four-year institutions. One problem with this assessment is that it defines developmental education
exclusively in terms of remedial courses. Scholars in the field (Arendale, 2012; Boylan, 1999) generally
define developmental education as the integration of courses and academic support services guided by
the principles of adult learning and development. However, criticisms leveled against developmental
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education may instead actually focus only on remedial courses, which may
or may not be guided by the principles of adult learning and development.
It is incorrect, therefore, to say that developmental education as a whole is
ineffective.
Nevertheless, their sole evidence for claims of remediation’s inefficacy
are the results from quasi-experimental analyses of various longitudinal
datasets. These studies are called regression discontinuity design (RDD)
studies, and since approximately seven or eight RDD studies from varying
levels of cutoffs show mostly null or negative results, then the CCRC argues
that developmental education has no positive effect overall. We previously
addressed their use of what we believe to be an incorrect definition of success.
The CCRC’s response dismissed our definition and reasserted their original
position. However, we argue that once remedial courses are defined further,
an important distinction becomes clear that should make scholars more
carefully consider the suitability of the RD design as applied to remediation
and conclusions based on this approach.
The only way an RDD approach can be correctly applied to remediation is if the “treatment,” in this case, remedial courses, is designed to affect
students so that after its application, students are in a “better condition” than
the students who do not receive the treatment. That is, researchers would
ideally have two statistically equivalent groups of students (those below and
above the cutoff for college-level work), they would administer the treatment
(remedial courses to those just below the cutoff), and they would analyze
whether the treatment had any effect (if the remedial students benefited from
the treatment, then they would perform “better” in later outcomes). Imagine
a medicinal treatment provided to two randomly assigned groups, and this
is the fundamental theoretical framework upon which RDD researchers
base their studies.
Referring to two statistically equivalent groups of students immediately
above and below a placement test’s cutoff for college-level courses, Bailey et
al. (2013) state this assumption quite clearly: “Because the two groups are
identical prior to remedial assignment, if remediation has any beneficial
effect, it would show up as a positive difference in outcomes” (p. 3). Thus
RDD researchers and those who support its use look upon remediation
as a treatment, much like a remedy one would take if one were ill. In fact,
in a 2012 working paper for the National Bureau of Economic Research,
Scott-Clayton, Crosta, and Belfield compare remediation to exactly that:
“Like a costly medical treatment with non-trivial side effects, the value of
remediation overall depends upon whether those most likely to benefit can
be identified in advance” (Abstract).
The problem, however, is that remediation cannot quite be compared
to a pill administered in the field of me3dicine. First, unlike medication,
remediation’s “treatment” is by no means universal or even very similar.
Within a single institution there are wide variations in such areas as teaching
methods and styles, student-teacher ratios, curricula, textbooks, exercises, lab
work, homework, and so on that might confound RDD results significantly.
Only very small groups of students among thousands studied are therefore
receiving the exact same pills as a treatment. Shadish, Cook, and Campbell
(2002) stress the importance of having a single treatment the experimenter
can control when conducting a proper experiment. This in itself is enough
to call into question the heavy reliance on RDD analyses for examining the
impact of remediation.
There also appears to be some confusion as to what the “treatment” is
actually designed to do. Hypothesizing that the treatment will improve student
outcomes of those who place into remediation to a level that is higher than
students slightly above the cutoff seems to assume that remedial courses are
designed to develop student skills above the minimum entry-level cutoff for
gatekeeper courses. Such an assumption might even include the underlying
tenet that remediation is designed as a set of courses whose curriculum is
identical to, albeit easier than, their respective gatekeeper courses. In other
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words, any given highest level remedial math course, for example, would
contain all the concepts taught in the subsequent gatekeeper math course,
but they would be taught in a simplified manner. That way, if a student took
a remedial math course and reviewed all the gatekeeper material prior to
taking the gatekeeper math course, then that student would be expected
to perform better in the gatekeeper course than another student who did
not take the remedial treatment. This makes sense if it were the case, and
we can understand why researchers unfamiliar with the actual content of
developmental courses might believe this. It is our opinion, however, that
this belief is erroneous.
The fact is that remedial courses only cover a small portion of gatekeeper
courses’ curricula, and the overlapping material are concepts which are
reviewed only at the beginning of or briefly throughout the gatekeeper course.
Effective math curricula in particular are tiered so that one set of knowledge
is dependent prerequisite information for the next set (Schmidt et al., 2005).
And remedial math courses are no different along the continuum. Thus
students taking the highest level remedial math course will simply become
prepared for the start of a gatekeeper course.
To a slightly lesser degree, the same applies to English remediation.
Students who take the highest level remedial English writing course should
be prepared to write college-level compositions, but not much more so than
students who do not remediate. This is because many highest level remedial
English courses not only
focus on basic composition forms, but they also
stress grammar exercises
and leave complicated
writing procedures for
subsequent college-level
courses.
To put it another
way, remedial course
content is very similar to
traditional secondary or
high school courses. If college students were to go back to high school and
retake courses to prepare for college gatekeepers instead of taking college
remediation, no one would expect that they would perform better than
nonremedial students on more difficult college-level concepts presented in
gatekeeper courses. They would simply have a better grounding in the basic
prerequisite concepts often repeated at the beginning of a gatekeeper course,
much as we expect from traditional high school graduates’ preparation.
Their participation in high school courses or remedial college courses does
not ensure a greater success rate at the middle or end of a gatekeeper course;
this is because the new material presented at those times is new for everyone,
former remedial students or not.
Before conducting a study on how a common postsecondary strategy such
as remedial courses might affect students, it would make sense to investigate
what exactly transpires in those courses. The precise treatment should be
defined before an experimenter applies it and expects it to work. However, we
have found no research which has delved into a detailed curricula of remedial
courses and compared them with the curricula of their respective gatekeeper
courses. Rather, there are many who incorrectly assume that remedial courses
present a “light” version of the exact material gatekeeper courses offer, which
is by and large not the case. Making this assumption is the only way one
could predict that remediation should increase success rates in gatekeeper
courses. When the RD approach repeatedly fails to show an increase in success
rates for remedial students, researchers, based on this misunderstanding of
what remedial courses’ curricula are, therefore conclude that the courses are
ineffective. This indeed is a simple misapplication of a theoretical framework
(RDD) based on a treatment that is not thoroughly understood.

RDD researchers and those
who support its use look
upon remediation as a
treatment, much like a
remedy one would take if one
were ill.
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A Brief History and Critique of the RDD Approach
in Education
The most important critique a scholar could make about the applicability of
the RDD approach in developmental education is that the results can and
should only be applied to the specific students directly under a particular
placement test’s cutoff used in that specific institution. Even though Bailey et
al. (2013) extrapolate their findings to all remedial courses’ efficacy because
different RDD studies use varied cut-scores farther up and down placement
tests’ continuums, the accepted practice is that there is not much generality
from single cutoff RDD studies (Cook, 2008; Cook & Wong, 2008). CCRC
researchers and others who create RDD studies are quick to point out this
fact, and we have already cited their reservations in applying their results to
any students beyond the immediate cut-score range. In fact, referring to the
null or negative effect of remediation on students in RDD studies, Bailey et
al. (2013) support the fact that the results can only be applied to those at the
cutoff: “This is the appropriate conclusion for the students who were included
in the comparisons, all of whom scored within the same narrow range on a
placement test [emphases added]” (pp. 4-5).
Beyond this, many scholars over the years since the RD design was
invented (1958) have elaborated extensively on the problems and limitations
of quasi-experimental studies (Calcagno & Long, 2008; Cook, 2008; Cook &
Wong, 2008; Lee, 2008;
McCrary, 2008; Shadish
et al., 2002). Cook (2008),
in a very thorough overview of RDD’s history
and its current applications, goes so far as to
say that its former use
in education had “ossified” by the mid-1990s,
even though some of its original statistical problems had been overcome by
that point. He states moreover that RDD is currently waiting for its day as
a legitimately used analysis in education. In fact, Cook points out that the
RDD approach was only “recently given special status at the Institute for
Educational Sciences (IES) for when an experiment is not possible” (p. 643).
Yet Cook also states, “RDD has not been widely adopted in Psychology or
Education” (p. 642).
It appears, then, that current scholars associated with the application
of RDD to developmental education are a solitary group when they apply it
routinely in that field. Scholars in statistics have yet to use this design regularly
due to its limitations (Cook, 2008). Only in the field of economics is RDD
becoming established, recognized, and growing in use (Cook, 2008; Lee &
Lemieux, 2010). Although Cook argues that the RDD’s validity is sound, he
still cautions researchers:

The fact that most results
are null suggests that fully
half of the students are
performing above average.

No advocates of RDD have seen it as superior to the randomized experiment or even equivalent to it in terms of warranting causal claims. RDD
is less statistically powerful; it involves less transparent assumptions
about functional form; its implementation is less well empirically
understood; and methods for improving its implementation are less
developed. (p. 652)
On the one hand, we should commend the researchers at CCRC and others for
importing alternative methodologies to the study developmental education.
On the other hand, this methodology still does not meet the “gold standard”
for empirical research.

Aggregated Data: Why Not Drill Down?
It must be remembered that the RDD approach aggregates thousands of data
points and creates an average to form the line which researchers ultimately
assess for continuity or discontinuity. Implicit in this average is that there
are wide variations in student outcomes, all of which are averaged to make it
appear like one result. Researchers use averages and large numbers of student
data points to avoid bias in their studies. However, a natural side effect is that
there is little nuance to the regression data and thus no one can tell which
educators, courses, divisions, or institutions are doing well and which are
not. Perhaps in addition to the overall unbiased data, a more in-depth look
at institutional scores in the regression statistics may suggest a successful
model for other institutions to emulate.
Unfortunately, with respect to the thousands of student data points
pulled for each regression discontinuity study, neither the CCRC nor other
researchers has revealed any particular institutions whose scores are higher
than the average so that individuals may judge for themselves whether certain developmental programs are indeed better than average. The CCRC
has instead focused on a few particular promising programs around the
nation—such as accelerated learning programs, multiple placement measures,
bridge programs, and so forth—but none of these appears to come directly
from current modes of instruction in remedial classrooms in the nation that
are performing above average. This further contributes to the oft-stated and
flawed assumption that all remediation is “broken.”
Even though some researchers are disappointed with remediation’s apparent lack of boost for students at the cutoffs, the fact that most results are null
suggests that fully half of the students are performing above average. Could
those above-average students be localized in a few classrooms, divisions, or
institutions? Could five community colleges in a study of twenty-three, for
example, be raising the average significantly? If so, which particular institutions
are raising the bar and what exactly are they doing? These are questions left
unanswered by large statistical analyses. Perhaps an in-depth examination of
the above-average student base would reveal keys about what developmental
educators are currently implementing to enhance student success.

The Overall Evidence is Mixed
Because a few RDD studies have found positive results, many have found
null results, and several have found negative results, and because these RDD
studies analyze a wide range of placement test cut-offs, Bailey et al. (2013)
argue that developmental education overall is ineffective. CCRC researchers
and others have made a statement such as this repeatedly in numerous articles.
After considering the same evidence with a contextualized understanding of
remediation’s purpose, however, we believe it would be best to make a more
cautious statement instead: “When applied to developmental education, the
RDD approach finds mixed results.”
Indeed, some scholars associated with the CCRC do state the evidence
as such. For instance, the CCRC’s Michelle Hodara (2011), in a working paper
on reforming math pedagogy, summarizes the same RDD evidence in this
manner: “A majority of community college students enroll in developmental
education (Bailey, Jeong, & Cho, 2010), but evidence of its effectiveness in
promoting student progression and degree completion is mixed” (p. 1), and
with this she goes on to cite the four most common RDD studies examined in
our original paper (Bettinger & Long, 2009; Boatman & Long, 2010; Calcagno
& Long, 2008; Martorell & McFarlin, 2008). We believe this is the most apt
characterization of the RDD body of studies, and the use of such language
will help tamp down the inherently inflammatory nature of wording such as
“ineffective,” a phrase which may lead to more legislators attempting to pass
laws which limit or remove developmental education courses or funding.
continued on page 32
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continued from page 30

Conclusion
Nowhere in Bailey et al.’s (2013) response did they refute our arguments about
remediation as a barrier or question our section on the cost of developmental
education. We must infer then that they do not disagree strongly with our
findings that indeed remediation serves more to assist students than to hold
them back, and that the overall cost of remediation is not significant when
viewed contextually. Of course, they may still disagree with our findings
but have chosen instead to focus on other arguments more important to
their thesis. It is notable, however, that these issues were not addressed in
their rebuttal.
In spite of our disagreements, however, we wish to reaffirm our collegiality with the researchers of the CCRC. Their data-based research in the
field of community college postsecondary education is much needed. We
simply diverge at various points along their line of reasoning regarding the
use and interpretation of RDD studies and their assessment of the efficacy of
developmental education. We also wish that they and others would identify
the positive approaches many instructors and institutions are currently
implementing, research their current developmental education curricula
more in depth, and use the RDD datasets to perform these analyses.
Nonetheless, the CCRC has continually and rightly stressed that pedagogical and organizational reforms are necessary in improving postsecondary
education. We feel honored to be colleagues in this pursuit. Most of all, we
wholeheartedly concur with Bailey et al. (2013) in their rebuttal’s concise
conclusion, and we highly recommend this course of action for postsecondary
educators:
Reformers must thoughtfully design models that not only shorten
developmental sequences and use corequisites when appropriate, but
also strengthen curricular alignment, leverage noncognitive measures
as part of the placement system, integrate strong academic and nonacademic supports, and tie developmental education more closely to
college-level programs. (p. 13)
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